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Schlüssel Zusammenfassung Beschreibung

 ERA-8003 Workitem participants added by 
administrator can be informed by 
email about their newly assigned 
task

As a system administrator, I would like that users that are added by me in management studio to 
participants list of a task are informed per email, so that they know they have a newly assigned task.

Acceptance criteria:

Users and groups that are added to participant list of an workitem via REST endpoint (either directly or by 
administrator action in management studio) will be informed by email

Groups that are already in participants list are not checked for presence of newly added users. So for 
instance

if a user is member of group that was already informed about the task, and is then added manually to 
list of participants by an administrator, the user will get a new email
or, if a user X is member of a group Y and is informed by email, and administrator adds group Z and 
user X is in the group Z, user X will get another email

There is no persistence about user/group/role membership throughout workitem existence and checks 
that prevent sending of emails to users that were informed about the task at one previous point in time. 
So for instance, if an administrator removes a user, saves the participant list, and adds user again, user 
will get email. (i.e., only the last state of performer list is checked for changes)

For users that are added directly or indirectly, use all email configurations where "Sent to current 
participants" option is activated
For substitutes of users that are added (directly or indirectly) and where substitution rules apply, use all 
email configurations where "Sent to current substitutes" option is activated

 ERA-9170 Digit grouping for data fields in 
processes

As a system administrator I would like to configure whether digits of numeric fields are grouped in forms or 
not, to provide better readability of data to end users.

Acceptance criteria:

digit grouping is a field property in form, for fields in DMS schema and datafields in workflow definition
it is a boolean property, disabled by default
this property defines the field behavior on forms
core-service sends data in correct format so that client can render it correctly

Information: the property "Digital grouping" reimains field property, to be able to format fields in hit lists

 ERA-9193 Users can filter the inbox to see only 
tasks that were accepted by them

As a user, I want to differentiate between inbox items that were accepted by me and those which are not, in 
order to work more efficiently on items in my inbox. 

Acceptance criteria: 

Inbox items can be filtered in two groups: accepted and not yet accepted
Current workflow task property "read" is renamed into "accepted"

readTime property is removed
the property already covers the desired functionality and can be then used by client to filter the tasks

 TUK-1748 In this case, the user has marked 
more than one document the action 
'Download document files' is 
exporting them in a zip file

As a user, I want to be able to download the files of marked documents in a zip file so that I get them all in 
one step instead of one file at a time.

Acceptance criteria:

If more than one document has been marked in the hit list the action 'Download document file' downloads 
them in a zip-file in the original file format as well as in PDF format. The exported file is named 
export_<current date>_< current time>.zip 
The core-service offers a PUT endpoint to request a zip-file with the files of listed objectIds:

http://mydomain/ -ws/service/dms/batch/export rest

In the Swagger-UI the endpoint is documented including an example.
The filenames within the zip-file are the original ones with the prefix "<number of download>_' to prevent 
problems in the case of same filenames.

 TUK-1758 In the form table edit dialog, users 
are supported by an more dominant 
action button instead of an icon for 
toggling the content previewer area

As a new user of the client, I want to be supported by an action button instead of an icon for toggling the 
viewer area so that I better recognize this feature.

Acceptance criteria:

instead of only the icon a button is offered with that icon in front of the label "Show content" / "Inhalt 
anzeigen" or "Hide content" / "Inhalt ausblenden"
Hovering over the button is dimming it but not tool tip is shown.
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 TUK-1759 Administrators can change the 
scoring parameters boost_mode and 
boost of the fulltext search

As an administrator, I want to be able to change the scoring of the fulltext search behavior regarding the 
parameter boost_mode and boost to optimize the sequence of the hit list items.

Acceptance criteria: 

In the file search-prod.yml, these parameters can be configured to control the sequence of the hitlist
boost_mode: avg (as default) or sum
boost: <number, e.g. 1.5>

 TUK-1776 Users can filter the inbox to only 
show accepted tasks or tasks that 
are not accepted yet

As a user, I want to differentiate inbox items whether they are accepted (personalized/assigned to me) or 
not, in order to work more efficiently on items in my inbox. 

Acceptance criteria: 

Inbox items can be filtered into three groups: both, 'Accepted' 'Not yet accepted', the default is both
The relevant task property is "accepted": true/false (formerly "read": true/false

 TUK-1851 Administrators are supported by a 
quasi standard abstract object type 
that covers signing properties

As an administrator, I want to be supported by a standard abstract system object type that covers signing 
properties and that I can assign to object types that should handle files to be signed.

Acceptance criteria:

There is a developer article on the help site that contains and describes a project with this abstract object 
type.
This abstract object type is tested with an object type that is derived from it.
A documentation of the planned signing process is written here:
https://yuuvisdevelop.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/onpremise/pages/426770437

 /The+signing+of+a+document

 TUK-2032 Users can explicitly save and delete 
inbox filter terms which are replacing 
the recent filter terms

As a user, I want to be supported by an intuitive list of recently used filter terms that need fewer clicks.

Acceptance criteria:

The list of recently used filters is removed from the filter field.
The symbol '+' is offered behind the filter field and a tooltop 'Save filter term'/'Filterterm speichern' is 
offered. The values are saved to the server in the user settings.
Below the filter field a section 'Saved filter terms'/Gespeicherte Filterterme' is shown if more than one is 
saved.

The old locally saved recent filter terms are listed.
The number of values is not limited but a scroll bar supports longer lists.
A saved filter term can be deleted.

The filter checkboxes are repositioned: The first four checkboxes are all processes-relevant so they are 
now listed below the checkbox 'Process'.

 TUK-2219 A user can share a folder with users
/roles including children as well as 
other users/roles not including 
children

As a user, I want to be able to share a folder with users/roles including children as well as other users/roles 
not including children so that I can differentiate the access if necessary.

Acceptance criteria:

There is an endpoint that allows this situation:
see in Swagger-UI of the REST-WS interface: http://yourdomain/rest-ws/swagger.html?urls.

 primaryName=DmsService#/Endpoints/setShare
Solution for the action dialog in the client: offer a section 'Share only the folder with:'/'Nur den Ordner 
teilen mit:' and 'Share folder and documents with:'/'Ordner und Dokumente teilen mit:'. In each section, a 
multi-user/group field is offered. The current checkbox 'Include children' is removed.
If a sharing is given, an additional action 'Stop sharing'/'Teilen beenden' is offered. Pushing this action the 
user is first asked whether to do so and removes the sharing entries.
The notification after sharing shows the elements of both fields.

 TUK-2223 It is possible to disable the result list 
scoring

As an administrator, I want to be able to disable the result list scoring if I want to optimize the performance 
and if no scoring configuration is needed.

Acceptance criteria:

It is possible to disable the scoring by using the parameter osfts.modify-score in the configuration file 
search-prod.yml, default is true:

osfts:
  modify-score:
    false
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 TUK-2240 It is possible to navigate through the 
object action menu and its dialogs 
via keyboard control

As a user with a handicap, I want to be able to navigate through the object action menu by keyboard control 
so that I do not need to use the mouse.

Acceptance criteria:

If the object details are offered in the current view the 'Object actions' are offered in the 'Application 
actions' menu and a push on it or pushing the shortcut key 'a' is opening the object actions menu.
After the object action menu is opened the first element is focused.
The next action can be focused by pushing the tab or keys cursor down.
The previous action can be focused by pushing shift + tab.
A focused action can be executed by pushing the keys Enter.
Every action dialog can be controlled by keyboard as well:

In case of a form, the first field is focused
In case of a form field of type string, the string is marked

12 Vorgänge
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